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1. Overview 
1. Enterprise Connect serves as the premier annual conference for enterprise 

communications. It is the industry’s largest gathering and provides technical sessions, a 

large exhibit hall, and keynotes. 

2. This year there were five keynotes: Cisco Collaboration (Spark, video conferencing), Twilio (API-

powered solutions), Amazon AWS (new Connect contact center), Microsoft (Skype for Business 

and Office 365), and Google (Hangouts Meet). 

2. Major Themes 
1. Contact Center: EC17 had several contact center firsts including: the first EC without a 

standalone ININ, Avaya passed on sponsoring the event, a big launch from Amazon (Connect), 

and a small launch from Cisco (Spark Care). IoT was also popular this year impacting the contact 

center.  

2. Workstream Messaging: Workstream messaging is consuming UC. These new suites are re-

imagining UC (instant messaging, conferencing, mobility). The majority of UC and UCaaS 

vendors (though not all) now offer an integrated workstream messaging solution with varying 

degrees of maturity.  

3. CPaaS solutions continue to appeal to broader enterprise audiences. The major players at EC17 

were Twilio, Vonage/Nexmo, Genband, and Bandwidth. Several UC vendors are positioning 

CPaaS as a complementary-to-UC offer including Cisco/Tropo, ShoreTel/Summit, and 

Avaya/Zang.  

4. Video was also a strong theme at Enterprise Connect. Cisco launched new Room Kit endpoints 

for small and medium sized conference rooms. Cisco also launched its SparkBoard earlier this 

year which received Best of Show at EC17. Starleaf introduced a new freemium service for SfB 

interop. Google’s primary message in its keynote was simplified video conferencing through 

Hangouts Meet. Zoom, Pexip, and Oblong were highly visible. Logitech was showing off its new 

BRIO 4k webcam. VIdyo was on display in Mitel, NEC, 8x8, Genband, and Genesys booths. 

Crestron (finally) released its new Skype Room System which was featured in the Microsoft 

keynote.  

3. Opinion 
1. For the first-time Avaya did not participate as a sponsor. Avaya has previously been a very 

visible sponsor at EC (large booth, suites, signage, and keynotes). Avaya has previously been a 

major sponsor at this conference, and its absence sent a message of capitulation to customers 

and peers. Avaya cancelled its participation over a disagreement on the keynote.  

2. The keynote lineup always changes a bit each year, but EC17 had all new presenters.  

3. Amazon was the sleeper surprise this year. It was expected to present its new Chime 

conferencing service which was indeed on display in the exhibit hall, but instead used its 
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keynote to launch Connect -- a new Contact Center service. This is likely the first product launch 

for Amazon at a non-Amazon conference.  

4. Amazon Connect, as launched, is a weak, voice-only contact center service. Amazon often 

launches immature, minimum viable products that rapidly evolve via iteration.  

5. Amazon Connect has significant potential for the following reasons: It is tied to other Amazon 

AWS products (such as conferencing, email, Lex, and WorkDocs). Although Connect is voice-

only today, Amazon has strong experience with WebRTC and omni channel (including video). 

Connect is built on proven technology that Amazon uses internally. Perhaps its most disruptive 

quality is Connect’s financial model is based on usage rather than licenses.  

6. Cisco is also moving into the team/informal support business with Cisco Spark Care. This is an 

add-on for Cisco Spark to chat-enable websites with built-in customer satisfaction scoring. 

Voice is supported via a call-back option. It is not clear if this will evolve more toward a team 

contact center service or a ticket management alternative such as Zen Desk. It is part of a 

grander vision where departmental or specialized applications are added to an enterprise-wide 

Spark deployment -- turning the application into a platform.  

7. Related: 8x8 ContactNow solution for teams 

8. The contact center segment is undergoing multiple simultaneous transitions including: 

premises-to-cloud, user-to-consumption based pricing, standalone to IOT connected (for 

triggers and authentication), simplification expanding from specialized-to mass market use 

cases, and human-agents to AI-enabled “agents.”  

9. The Cisco Room Kits are impressive video endpoints. Cisco introduced two sizes of these kits. 

The room kits are hardware and software. The hardware includes camera(s), microphones, and 

speakers in a single unit. The software provides advanced processing that enables automated 

PTZ and Speaker-Track/Eagle-Eye type framing without moving parts. The software also 

provides a face-count of participants. This could evolve into participant names as well.  

10. Cisco’s new endpoints are priced differently for premises-based and cloud-delivered processing 

effectively allocating a portion of the Spark subscription as an equipment subsidy.  

11. Cisco and Vidyo both make claims about 4K and 5K video. This is causing some market 

confusion as “video” needs to be separated into capture, encoding/transmitting, and 

presentation. Cisco is using 4k and 5k video for capture and uses the resolution for “lossless” 

image manipulation such as digital PTZ. Vidyo is supporting 4K encoding and transmission.  

12. Microsoft Skype for Business development appears to be slowing. The company attempted to 

tell a story of innovation in its keynote, but the examples were weak such as a new IVR features 

and interop with older Tandberg products (promised at LyncConf 2015). International 

availability of SfB Online continues but at a slower than previously announced. There has also 

been considerable turnover in the SfB staff at Microsoft.  

13. Microsoft Teams is building momentum quickly. Teams already does most of what SfB Online 

does with two major exceptions being PSTN support and Broadcast. Teams is now enabled byh 

default with all Office365 subscriptions.  

 


